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Eliminating Point Source Intensity
Incredible Uniformity
Ultra-Low Glare
Book a free survey / product demo See how it works 
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Total Flexibility

Explore the revolutionary 'AllStar' modular LED luminaire range
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Medium Beam Angle
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Bi-Directional Beam Angle
Total Uniformity
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Read about Useful Lumens




WaveGuide® Technology challenges industry-standard assumptions of how light is delivered; featuring superior optical efficiency and precise optical control, putting light only where it is needed, Lumenox WaveGuide® technology enables customers to encounter a new generation of lighting experience with enhanced colour quality, virtually zero lumen loss and revolutionary delivery of comfortable light.












Waveguide® technology








Lumenox Group heralds the dawn of a new era in LED-based lighting incorporating patented waveguide light injection technology utilising total internal reflection (TIR) principle contained within an optically clear light chamber. A reflector is printed on the chamber that places comfortable light with no wasted lumens, precisely where it is needed with unrivalled uniformity and zero colour shift. This directional beam optimisation means that no light is wasted, providing only useful lumen output. Power consumption is reduced as there are no secondary optics or diffusers. Glare and intensity are reduced through increased surface area of the chamber. An ambience is created that cannot be rivalled by any other type of fixture.




85%Savings






36% Less light fittings needed













A REVOLUTION in optical technology, WaveGuide® Technology provides an entirely new light experience – visual comfort, reduced glare, exceptional uniformity and delivering light only where needed.













Uniformity

WaveGuide® technology allows for a flat panel, ergonomic design that reduces glare, eliminates intensity and produces visually comfortable environments by distributing totally uniform light on all surfaces. Quite simply, the difference is phenomenal as existing customers will verify.






Control

WaveGuide® patented technology allows the release and control of totally uniform light to deliver exceptional optical control. This ensures that light is delivered to the task surface is absolutely consistent and delivers benefits that are unparalleled by any other form of light fixture. WaveGuide® luminaires distribute the precise amount of light exactly where it is needed – no waste = high efficiency.






Comfort

WaveGuide® technology creates very low levels of glare that, in parallel with ideal levels of brightness and superior colour quality for total comfort. The result is an unparalleled type of illumination that creates a more visually pleasing and productive environment in any application.






Human-Centric Benefits

Superior colour definition and CRI, zero colour distortion regardless of beam angle, precise placement of light eliminating unwanted spill, significantly reduced UGR and zero perceivable flicker. These are some of the key benefits of waveguide technology. The result? Eye strain and fatigue massively reduced. Superior colour definition and CRI, critical for intricate, lighting critical tasks, from reading labels correctly, wiring colours, electronic assembly, inspection processes, medical procedures. Elimination of debilitating glare – all work areas benefit from consistent, comfortable light to work under. People feel more secure: they feel safer under the uniformity and colour of Waveguide lighting.










Explaining Waveguide












  








Quite simply, WaveGuide® Technology redefines the limits of luminaire design and delivers an unrivalled, future-proofed lighting package for an unparalleled customer experience.
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Healthcare









Real Projects

Real Results




“We are delighted with the Waveguide products and the service we have received. The quality of the lighting is exceptional and has benefited the whole operation. We are especially pleased with the CCTV images we are now getting. We have no hesitation recommending Waveguide Lighting to all who wish to achieve such results.”
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Jason Bradley Operations ManagerAKW Logistics 




We are delighted with WaveGuide’s lighting scheme and the wealth of benefits that Waveguide Lighting’s new fittings have delivered for our data centre client. At CBRE Norland Managed Services we pride ourselves on providing a full suite of facilities, energy and project management services.
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“Waveguide Lighting delivered a reduction in our energy costs of 78% and the installation looks outstanding. The lighting really is great and I am really pleased with the whole job from start to finish.”
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“Often no-one manufacturers the luminaire we want. We’re always finding that there are areas that don’t seem to be covered by the main manufacturers. As a result we ended up working with local manufacturer Waveguide Lighting as they offered us a bespoke solution. ”
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Andy SheridanServices Facilities Manager at Manchester Airport
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